
BERLIN: ITS GROWTH AND PRESENT STATE
ll.-The Nineteenth Century

(0) Introduction

During the nineteenth century Berlin has gone through the most
remarkable transformation of any European city. Beginning from the
lowest possible level to which it is possible that; a town can sink-s
occupation by a foreign army--it rose at first sluggishly, but owing to the
successful issue of two great wars, with a speed increasing in geometric
progression, to its present height of third city in Europe. The dramatic
ness of this growth has been thus intensified by the stagnation which
naturally ensued upon the disasters with which the century began. With
so unusual a political history it is not surprising that Berlin, in the
character of its growth, bears little resemblance to other German towns,
though all of them felt the same tide of prosperity, and some of them
had been, like her, reduced to the ebb by foreign occupation; but only
to Berlin was it possible to receive, as capital of the Empire, the fullest
impetus. '

She is in no way as typical of German Town Planning as is Paris of
French. Lille might, for example, roughly be said to be in its modernised
sections a provincial version of Paris; but Berlin in many respects appears
to be behindhand as compared with towns like Cologne and Frankfort.
There would appear to have been too sudden an onrush of prosperity
for town regulation to be as successfully organised as elsewhere. This
does not mean that Berlin does not possess fine streets, squares, gardens,
and parks-she is even over-supplied with broad and spacious roads;
but what it does mean is that looking at the plan of the town at the end
of the nineteenth century, there does not appear to us to have been
exercised over it the same comprehensive control as is evident elsewhere.

As an example one has only to mention that Berlin contains no typical
German Ringstrasse, although she has had an inner line of fortifications
to demolish, which gave her exactly the opportunity for a wide internal
boulevard, and also an outer Customs or Town Wall; furthermore,
she has naturally grown, on one side at least, on the spider's web plan,
which is admirably suited for the selection of one natural ring to be
artificially enlarged into an encircling belt, as has been done so successfully
at Cologne and Vienna. A great attempt was made in the middle of the
century, but, as will be noted later on, the results are spasmodic, and in
several instances continuity is entirely shattered by the overwhelming
importance accorded to railways and sidings.
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One great difficulty, of course, has been the comparatively small
size of Berlin proper, and the difficulty, found equally in Brussels, of
carrying out comprehensive schemes through the territories of neigh
bouring authorities.

(h) Artistic Recovery

The first recovery which Berlin manifested after the Napoleonic
disasters, was artistic rather than material. Indeed, the growth of the
town during the first quarter of the century appears to have been
very slow, for one can detect on a comparison of the plan by Reymann
of 1824, with Sotzmann's plan of 1792, very little apparent growth,
though a certain amount of denser infilling was taking place. Artistically,
however, great strides were made. We have seen Langhans close the
monumental history of the eighteenth century with the Brandenburg Gate.
The nineteenth opens with the work of Schinkel. The achievement of this
architect represents, perhaps, the most considerable contribution which
Berlin has yet made towards the culture of Europe. It was somewhat
natural that whereas during the eighteenth century French models had been
studied and architects such as Gontard of French extraction employed,
this new work should be consciously sharply cut off from French influences.
Schinkel's work, however much one might be inclined to class it in its
interior decoration with the French Empire, is really profoundly different,
and his first building, the little Guard House in the Opera Platz,
is utterly un-French in every line. If by anything, he was more
influenced by contemporary English architects, but went for his
real inspiration by way of Italy direct to Greece. At first blush
one would be inclined to suggest how utterly out of keeping must
Greek motives and Greek character be on the bleak sandy plains
of Northern Prussia; but it is surprising how naturally the work
of Schinkel appears to grow out of the old solid Prussian school
of architecture. Allusion has already been made to. his most important
works, which include the great colonnade to the Museum of 1824, and
the Royal Theatre of 1821. More Florentine than Greek was the imposing
palace which he built at the corner of the Pariserplatz, where now stands
the Hotel Adlon.

The influence which he exercised was enormous, and is seen not only
in the larger buildings, but in a great deal of the suburban domestic work
both around Berlin and Potsdam; the charming little colony of Westend,
beyond Charlottenburg, which is a kind of garden suburb de luxe, clearly
reflects his spirit, as also does the older part of the Steglitz.

The influence of one of his works, the Building Academy, facing on
to the Schinkelplatz, was not so fortunate. Its terra-cotta decorations
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304 THE TOWN PLANNING REVIEW

and general character must be held in some ,vay responsible for such
buildings as the Town Hall (1861), which is-a mournful attempt to use
red brick and introduce into Berlin a debauched version of Lombard
architecture. Berlin, indeed, like many English towns, has suffered from
the curse of red-pressed brick; but unlike us, not in its speculatively
built suburbs or cheap houses, but in some of its most prominent buildings.
Numbers of squares are entirely ruined by horrible brick churches, and
though many modern English churches are individually as bad, nowhere
can one find such a series of eyesores, set in wide-open spaces, without
the softening effects of greenery. Compared with these, the few old and
modest borocque churches built in stucco, and situated in retiring spots,
such as the Trinity Church, near the Leipzigerstrasse, and the Parochial
Church at the back of the Stadthaus, appear like precious jewels. The
unfortunate fact that the Town Hall, bad in colour and incongruous in
detail, is seen as the climax of the great vista of the Unter den Linden,
has already been commented on.

It is perhaps unfair to allude to these blots when speaking of a man
like Schinkel, who has done such an immense service to his town; and the
work of the younger Langhans and Stiiler both carry forward the fine
tradition he established, as may be seen in the palace of the Emperor
William I. of 1836, and the National Gallery of 1866.

(c) Railways and Canals
Between 1840 and 1850 the railways and the canals established them..

selves at Berlin. The plan reproduced on plate 73, which is dated 1856,
shows the five terminal railway stations surrounding the town, all of them
being brought up to, but not penetrating, through the Town Wall, which
was erected during the reign of Frederick William I., with the exception
of the Silesian station on the Frankfort line in the east; this was brought
a considerable distance inside the wall, seeing that during the hundred
years or so since its erection no progress had been made towards building
up this end of the town. It seems a pity at this early stage no attempt
was made to amalgamate these stations, which in two cases are situated
quite close to each other; but in 1851 a junction route was made on the
line dotted on plan, which encircled the town on the south and west,
forming a connecting link. It left the Silesian railway station, crossing
the Spree at the Brummy Bridge, and followed the line of the present
Eisenbahn Strasse (from whence its name), until it reached the Town Wall
at the Lausitzer Platz. From here it skirted the wall, passed the Belle
Alliance, Leipsic, and Pariser Platzes, and cutting right across the Konigs..
platz reached the Lehrter station by the Moltke Bridge; from thence to
the Stettin station it followed the Invaliden Strasse. There has only one
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BERLIN 305

important alteration been made to this railway system; this has been the
substitution of a shorter connecting line on the north side of the Spree
joining the Silesian and the Lehrter stations, with an important station
where it crosses the Frederick Strasse. From the Lehrter (crossing at right
angles), this line is carried across the Spree and through the Tier-garten,
and forms another main route out of the city. Another terminal line has
also been added on the south bank of the Spree opposite the Frankfort,
ending at the Garlitz station. All the lines are now connected together
by an outer ring. Though the principal Berlin stations were set thus
early, and at least two of them were faced with open fields, Berlin
stands almost alone of large German towns in the fact that there is hardly
a single fine approach to one of them. There is perhaps rather more space
than is generally allowed in England, but no attempt at a fine treatment
of it. The Anhalter station place, herewith illustrated, shows the awk
ward angle which it made with the Town Wall, now represented by the tree
planted Koniggratzer Strasse.

The canal system, also shown on this plan, consists on the south of a
short cut connection taken from the Spree above Berlin and joining it
below at Charlottenburg. There is a branch connection designed with some
'considerable artistic treatment, joining the Spree opposite the Silesian
station. This latter section was within the town wall. The other canal
approaching Berlin on the north-west from Spandau, is shown stopping
short some distance away from the town.

The inner line of fortification on the western side had been dealt with,
as already mentioned, during the reign of Frederick the Great, but the
moat was still in existence round old Berlin on the east in 1856, and there
was a considerable amount of open space on either side of it. Here was
an opportunity for the creation of a magnificent inner-town boulevard,
on lines perhaps as ample as that of Vienna, but it was prretermitted. The
railway connection above alluded to threads its way along a fairly wide but
uninteresting street which has no pretensions to a Ringstrasse. ~ great
but tardy effort is now being made to deal with this Dirksen Strasse, but
50 years ago was the time when it should have been undertaken.

(c) The 1862 Projects
By the year 1862, as the result, one must surmise, of the railways, the

growth of the town was become so considerable that a courageous attempt
was made to cope with the whole problem in a comprehensive way. The
Town Wall no longer corresponded to the area of the city, which had grown
greatly towards the west and north, though it was still within its boun
dary on the east. It is much to be regretted that the suggestions which
were then made were not fully acted upon. As it is, fragments have been
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306 THE TOWN PLANNING REVIEW

carried out here and there, but without coherency. Without knowledge
of the projects which were elaborated at this time, one is at a loss to
account for the sudden appearance of enormous wide streets such as the
Gneisenau Strasse, which apparently start without reason, and end up
in some narrow alley. Actually at the northern side of the town one can
trace no fewer than four rings, none of which are logically carried out to
completion. The innermost ring is the street already alluded to on the
old fortifications. Outside this there is an almost complete ring starting
from the top of the Friedrich Strasse on the side of the town wall, begin
ning with the Alsace and the Lorraine streets; but at the point where the
town wall wanders off from its circular shape, this ring also wanders, and
the Spree is only reached with a narrow Krautstrasse, which is not fur
nished with a bridge. Outside this again is what should have been the
real" Boulevard exterieur," a most useful circulation ring, as shown on
the accompanying diagram. For three-quarters of its length it is a wide
and useful street, connecting up many radials; its wide sections correspond
with those shown through open country on the 1856 plan at A A. It does
indeed find its way along the narrow Warschauerstrasse to the Spree,
which it crosses by the Oberbaum Bridge at the point where the Town Wall
hit the river, which latter erection is in a somewhat grotesque castellated
style apparently for this reason; but at the other end it hits out on the
flank of the Stettin station down the narrow Bernauerstrasse. This third
ring, therefore, which includes the wide Danzig, Elbinger, and Petersburg
strasses, is strangulated at both ends. Across the Spree on the south,
it follows the line of the old railway connection, this section being
made use of as far as the Hallesche Torr (Belle Alliance Platz), by
the overhead, and it may be considered to complete itself so far as the
Brandenburg Gate along the Koniggraterstrasse, still following on this
western section, the old Town Wall. It thus only requires a comparatively
short connection outside the Brandenburg Gate, across the Spree and the
Charite, to complete its circuit beyond the Stettin station-a connection
which it is needless to say can never possibly be made, but which is
practically made by the Wilhelm and Louisen strasses.

Finally a fourth ring was also projected at this same time clean outside
the then boundary of Berlin, though now it would fall within the greater
part of it. This ring may still be carried out fairly completely on the north,
as it runs for part of its length through comparatively unbuilt-upon areas.
It may be said to begin on the west with the Seestrasse, near the canal,
which forms a junction between the Spandau and the southern canal,
and cutting in a straight line in a north-easterly direction it crosses
the Mlillerstrasse, continuing in a straight line as far as the Oskar..
platz. From here as the Kristianiastrasse and Bornholmstrasse it
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proceeds almost due east until it meets the Prenzlauer Allee, and
continues just within the boundary of Berlin proper, which it
crosses near the Landsberger Allee; from hence it will find its
way down to the Spree. The southern section, which did not take
such a wide sweep, has become in consequence hopelessly confused,
but fragments of it may be easily traced; the broad Gneisenaustrasse,
whose course is checked by the mass of lines from the Potsdam and Anhalt
stations, would, but °for this obstruction, form a straight line with the
Biilowstrasse, As it is a detour must be made in order. to connect, by
means of York Street, the greater part of which burrows underneath
interminable railway arches. From the Biiiowstrasse, however, its course
is clearly marked, being that taken by the overhead railway, which passes
across the Nollendorfplatz, the Wittenbergplatz (where the overhead
becomes an underground); along the Tauentzienstrasse, until it crosses the
Kurfurstendamm at the August Victor Platz. From here the Harden
berger strasse leads to the termination of the original Charlottenburg
Chaussee. From this point the old bent Berlinstrasse, leading to the
Charlottenburg Schloss, completes the ring as far as the Spree. It is
possible, however, that a wider sweep at this western end was intended,
and that the Kantstrasse, the Savignyplatz and Kaiser Frederick
Strasse would form the final connection with the Spree. The northern
portion of its outermost ring may yet be carried through. Though its
direct connection with the Spree on the east extremity would seem
to offer almost insuperable difficulties; ,its southern must always
remain hopelessly disjointed.

The prolongation of Charlottenburg Chausee by the Bismarck
strasse was also foreshadowed at this time, though curiously the line was
given a slight southern bend; fortunately the straight axis has been
continued.

As an example of subsequent planning, it may be mentioned that
at this date the Kurfiirstendamm, that wide and imposing Charlottenburg
Avenue, consisted merely of a raised bank, as its name suggests. Its
position can be seen on Plate 73 at B. The fact that this bank: happened
to be in this place, and running in a more or less straight line as far as the
canal, was actually no reason why an immense wide street should be laid
out on the site. This, however, was done, with the consequence that it
gathers up a great volume of traffic by reason of its spaciousness, but
does not know what to do with it at the end nearest to Berlin, where it has
to cross the canal and penetrate by a narrow twist to the street which
encircles the Tiergarten, on its southern side. The Kurflirstendamm is in
fact a most important radial route put down without serious thought of its
connection with the centre.
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Turning to the radial roads running north and 'east, where the natural
planning has preserved a really more practical road scheme, though one
devoid of artistic effect, it will be noted that those sections of the road which
appeared without the town wall in the 1856 plan have been carried out
wisely with increased width. This widening out is very noticeable on the
Schonshausen, Prenzlauer.. Landsberger, and Frankfurter strasses,
which at these points assume the suitable name of Allee. Berlin is
engaged at present in carrying this greater width at enormous expense
into the heart of the old commercial city.

(c) The 1870 Onrush of Prosperity

"I'he carrying out of the projects which were elaborated in the 1862
scheme was probably prevented by the sudden rush of prosperity that
followed on the successful issue of the Franco-Prussian war. Whereas
other German towns experienced an influx of wealth, sufficient to enable
them to undertake colossal schemes of enlargement, Berlin was over
glutted; its efforts at bestirring itself and looking after its true interests
were paralysed by excess of nourishment. This does not mean to say that
the growth of Berlin during the last 40 years bears a resemblance to that
of prosperous English towns since the industrial revolution. Examples of
treatment in detail which are so lamentably lacking in English towns are
always present in Berlin. Instead of uniformly narrow roads faced with
depressingly monotonous houses-roads which require to be widened
whenever a tram route has to be taken down them: instead of an absence
of squares and open spaces, in Berlin we find, on the contrary, magni
ficent spacious streets, tree-planted squares, monuments, decorations,
and all the external trappings of efficient Town Planning administration.
At the two extremes, however, she is found deficient. In the broadest sense
her plan was never controlled and brought into order as was that of Paris
by Haussmann; and at the other end the actual habitations, the units from
which the town is built up, were left to take care of themselves as best they
could. The explanation of this curious condition is comparatively
simple. For what might be described as the medium requirements in
Town Planning, with which Berlin is so well supplied, the Germans have
inherited a traditional aptitude and competency which has been inherited
from the eighteenth century, when the kings and princes of her various
states set themselves to re-create their cities, which had been ruined by the
almost continuous warfares of several centuries. These autocratic powers
in the nineteenth century were handed on to municipalities, and no one
questioned their fitness. Whereas with us it is even now under the Town
Planning Act necessary to demonstrate which particular areas surrounding
a city are suitable for Town Planning, in Germany as a matter of course
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the I1C\V growth is planned out beforehand, squares are left at intersec
tiOI1S, shaded walks provided, &c.

The treatment that should have been forging Berlin into a mighty
unified organism was perhaps pardonably absent. There is no doubt
that Haussmann and his Emperor formed an astounding combination
for Paris, t.hc like of which was not forthcoming ill Berlin. Added to this,
was the fact that so much of ·the work necessar:y to be done was outside
tIH.' actual city boundary, and instead of a problem like Paris with a few
minor suburbs to deal with, and a department under the control of a
prefet which placeel t.hem in conjunction with tIle city, there was the
important and almost rival city of Charlottcnburg provided with its
own royal palace, and other populous townships inclined to resent
interference from the central city. TIle Zweck-Verband, which is an
attempt to unite greater Berlin for t.he purpose of comprehensive planning,
is only a recent achievement of the last two years.

Finally, in her housing conditions Berlin has developed a very remark
able method, one which to a large extent might have been expected
throughout Germany as a natural result of the traditional planning and
t.he universal provision of wide streets; but here this method has been
intensified to an extraordinary extent, probably again owing to the
sudden increase and to the fact tllat people were willing to live anywhere
and anyhow so long as they could be in the capital. An ordinary city
might lose its population or retard its increase if its conditions of living
became objectionable-a filthy atmosphere, with bad drains, insufficient
housing accommodation, or prevalence of an unpleasant form of housing,
migl1t be sufficient to prevent people from going to a town and induce
t.heir children to quit it; but a rush like that of adventurers to a mining
canlp is deterred by nothing, so that we find a close packing and a con
gestion in the population of Berlin which would otherwise be inexplicable.
Since t.he refilling of the old original fortifications she has been " an open
city," one of the Iew large continental cities which might have grown as
loosely as all English one, her powerful arnlY giving her protec
tion instead of fortifications, which were still considered necessary for
Paris as late as 1840 and 1870. Again, there was no building land in
the neighbourhood broken up into steep and awkward hillsides, nor yet
was she confined on a peninsula like New York; it is therefore all the
more difficult to understand the reason for this compression. Several
causes are accountable; that is to say, the universal provision of wide
streets with t.hcir expensive road works for purely residential purposes,
has leclto the building of lofty tenements; to this must be added inelastic
by-laws which were made to apply for high buildings, and therefore
enforce the maximum dimensions and requirements which entail
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u;nnecessary expenses on smaller buildings. But probably the most
important cause of all was the land speculation and the formation of a
ring of landowners forcing up the price of land to the amazing figure of
£10,000 to £15,000 an acre, these manipulations being facilitated by a
.system of conveyancing and mortgaging, and public land registration
making it easy to sell land and houses at enhanced prices.

The principal Act under which most of this work has been carried
out is the Prussian Building Land Act of 1875. This is not a Town
Planning Act in a general sense, like ours, but merely a Street Planning
Act, backed by the inherited powers of general town regulation. A
most elaborate and scientific practice of street plotting resulted from the
.adoption of this Act, but it was to a large extent not related to housing
requirements, and not only have the streets been made wider than
necessary, but the building plots have often been too big, resulting in a
series of enclosed courtyards, in which there is no proper access of air
and light. This Act also practically discouraged the provision of front
gardens, being intended to produce a uniform character of urban
'Construction.

So we find in the modern parts of Berlin, Charlottenburg, Friedenau
and other outlying districts, great stretches of magnificent streets lined
with imposing buildings. One can hardly notice the difference between
'the mansions in the Kiirfurstendamm and the workmen's dwellings on
the Miillerstrasse. The same scale is preserved throughout. There
appear to be no narrow dingy back streets, no slums, no pawnshops, and
no dealers in old clothes and decayed furniture. There is indeed a
monotony of respectability and external prosperity: one longs occasion
ally for a shabby quarter or a narrow street; and as a compensation for
'this external splendour there is a population of rich and poor living to
almost equal extent in tenements; but, whereas this method of living
may be quite healthy for the rich with their opportunities for obtaining
fresh air outside the house, their frequent visits abroad, and their heavy
feeding, the poor people suffer to the full from the injurious drawbacks
of tenement dwellings. The figures quoted by Professor Eberstadt of
fitness for military service in the year 1910 will illustrate the result of this
extreme method of housing in Berlin: whereas the percentage for the
whole German Empire is 53, and for the medium-sized town about 50,
for Berlin it is 27·6. .

It is impossible to describe in any detail the growth which took place
from 1870 to 1900. Typical of the layout favoured at the beginning of
this period is Friedenau, connected to the Kiirfurstendamm by the
magnificent Kaiser Allee. In the latter part of the period numerous
'" villa colonies," as they are called, were established, such as Zehlendorf,
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Grunewald, Steglitz, Schoneberg. These Garden Suburbs, as they might
be called, have no effect in drawing people out from the built-up city;
they are merely luxurious retreats for the wealthy) The lofty wave of
the fully-developed city is seen advancing towards tlle}n ill various
directions.

(d) Architectural Achievement of Imperial Berlin

The architectural and monumental achievement of this last-the
Imperial--period of the nineteenth century forms a somewhat melan
choly tailpiece to the work of Schinkel and his school. The Empire
appears to have aroused a desire for full-blooded plethoric Renaissance
forms. The most monumental effort of the period is to be found in that
section of the Tiergarten close to the Brandenburg Gate. Here was first
laid out the Konigsplatz, which forms the setting for the column of
Victory erected in 1873 (see Plate 49, Vol. II., NO.2). On one side
of this was erected in 1884 the Reichstag Building, whose disastrous effect,
on the imagination of the visitor to Berlin has already been mentioned.
This great modern place is still incomplete, and has been a favourite
subject for exercises in monumental treatment by German architects.
But an important addition was made to it in 1898, in the Beiges Allee, or
Alley of Victory, which cuts through the Tiergarten from the south,
and has been decorated with statues of the Prussian Rulers; the whole,
with subsidiary figures and seats, forms an imposing monument of taste
at the close of the nineteenth century. The new Cathedral, though the
date of its completion brings it into the twentieth century, really belongs
to this same architectural period, as also numerous other buildings.
conceived in a similar spirit of ostentation.

PATRICK ABERCROMBIE.

(To be continued.)
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